CORE AND CAPSTONE COURSES

Two courses fulfill the Core requirement:
- GPCO 481 - Politics of International and National Policy Making
- GPCO 482 - Economies of the Pacific Rim

One course fulfills the Capstone requirement:
- GPCO 483 - Workshop on Policy Issues in the Pacific Rim

CAREER TRACK

Three courses fulfill the Career Track requirement. At least two of the following courses must be selected:
- GPPS 403 - Chinese Security, Technology and Innovation
- GPPS 442 - Foundations of Strategic Studies

If a student selects only two of the courses listed above, the third course must be chosen from the list of Electives.

ELECTIVES

Four courses fulfill the Electives requirement. At least two of the following courses must be selected:
- GPPS 400 - International Relations of Asia Pacific
- GPPS 401 - The "New" Civil Wars
- GPPS 427 - International Law and Regulation
- GPPS 429 - Geopolitics, Insurgency and Weak States
- GPPS 430 - Human Rights, Public Policy and International Politics
- GPPS 433 - Debating U.S. Security Policy
- GPPA 477 - Cyber Security
- GPCO 410 - International Politics and Security
- GPCO 412 - Globalization, the World System & the Pacific

REGIONAL ELECTIVES

Two courses fulfill the Regional Electives requirement. At least one must focus on politics and are (*) below.

China
- GPPS 403 - Chinese Security, Technology and Innovation
- GPPS 404 - Chinese Politics
- GPPS 405 - U.S.-China Relations
- GPIM 461 - Doing Business in China
- GPPA 467 - Chinese Environmental and Energy Policy
- GPEC 486 - Economic and Social Development of China

Japan
- GPIM 411 - Business and Management in Japan
- GPPS 416 - Postwar Politics in Japan*
- GPPS 460 - Politics of U.S.-Japan Economic Relations*
- GPEC 471 - Japanese Economy
- GPPS 478 - Japanese Foreign Policy*

Korea
- GPPS 408 - Korean Security*
- GPPS 484 - Korean Politics*

Southeast Asia
- GPEC 462 - Southeast Asian Economics
- GPPS 463 - Politics of Southeast Asia*